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ABSTRACT: The development of inexpensive and highly functional lateral flow devices, which
utilize simple and affordable tools, can make them accessible to many populations with insufficient
resources. Therefore, this study aims to provide a method to overcome the cost challenges
associated with using expensive manufacturing technologies and machinery, particularly during
pandemics and upon urgent need. Here, in-house lateral flow strips to detect serum antibodies
were developed using low-priced and easily available tools such as adhesive tape and CytoSep
layers. The developed lateral flow immunoassay strips presented here produced signals with 93.3
and 96.6% sensitivity for SARS-CoV-2 nucleocapsid protein-specific IgM and IgG antibodies,
respectively. The specificity obtained from the developed strips was 96.6% for SARS-CoV-2
nucleocapsid protein-specific IgM and 100% for the IgG antibodies by applying only 5 μL from the
serum samples. The proposed design was entirely made manually to ensure a method that would
make lateral flow devices available to many populations in need around the globe.

■ INTRODUCTION
The release of coronavirus (COVID-19)-infected individuals
into society based on false-negative results due to insufficient
testing greatly influences the spread of COVID-19.1 Real-time
reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
testing is the standard method to detect COVID-19-infected
subjects. Nevertheless, many limitations are associated with RT-
PCR testing, including the high testing cost, the necessity of
highly trained staff, and expensive testing devices. Enormous
efforts have been made to develop point-of-care (POCT) tests
to detect coronavirus and help supplement the detection
process. The simplicity and low cost associated with POCT,
such as lateral flow immunoassay (LFIA) devices, made the
assays widely appealing to users and regulatory authorities for
their many clinical applications, particularly in the case of the
current SARS-CoV-2.2,3 Although antigen-detecting tests (ATs)
like LFIA can produce relatively rapid results without a lab or
trained personnel, they are typically less sensitive than the
standard molecular and serological methods.4,5 However, the
AT methods used to detect SARS-CoV-2 antigens or antibodies
have shown comparable specificity levels to the RT-PCR and
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), respectively.4,6,7

Several approaches have been applied to enhance the sensitivity
and specificity of the available LFIA devices, including signal
improvement by utilizing nanoparticles or exterior signal
readers.8,9 Although fluorescent nanoparticles have enhanced
the performance and sensitivity of the LFIA testing system,10−18

these methods require particular readers to interpret the results.
While detecting the SARS-CoV-2 antigens directly by RT-

PCR or rapid testing is considered the preferable method, these
systems can produce false-negative results for multiple

reasons.19,20 A study by Li et al. found that among every 10
negative RT-PCR subjects, two were proven to be true COVID-
19-positive, resulting in a rate of around 20% false-negative RT-
PCR results.20 Factors such as timing and quality of the collected
swab samples affect the accuracy of results. Notably, the viral
load decreases in the upper respiratory tract over time,21,22

which frames serological assays’ accompaniment with viral
detecting tests as essential for result accuracy. Serology can
rapidly identify actively infected and immune individuals,
helping to minimize the spread of SARS-CoV-2.23−26 An
individual’s immunity status to a particular infection can be
revealed by detecting the presence of serum-specific IgM and
IgG antibodies.23−26 The standard method to detect humoral
responses is ELISA.27 However, ELISA shares some limitations
coupled with RT-PCR testing, including the need for well-
trained staff within clinical laboratory settings and a long
turnaround time that ranges from 2 to 8 h.28−30

Conversely, LFIA assays can be done anywhere without
training or needing well-prepared specialized settings. Several
well-performing LFIA devices to detect SARS-CoV-2 antigens
or humoral responses to COVID-19 have been introduced to the
market.31−33 However, these devices are not always available or
affordable in countries with limited resources. Moreover, the
manufacturing process involved in producing LFIA requires
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some expensive machinery to print and spray reagents onto
different components of the strip. This study describes an
equipment-free developing and optimizing method for LFIA
strip to manually detect SARS-CoV-2-specific humoral immune
responses with low-priced and easily obtainable means using as
low as 5 μL from the serum sample. The method presented
includes using adhesive tape, CytoSep layers, and commercially
available large gold nanoshells−−150 nm in size. The developed
LFIA strips in this study overcame the need for readers to obtain
the results and showed high sensitivity and specificity while
maintaining the simplicity of visual coulometric LFIA assays.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
LFIA strips were developed successfully to detect SARS-CoV-2-
specific IgM and IgG antibodies by assembling all of the essential
components required to build up the strip and several additional
elements that have been used to develop the proposed strips
(Figure 1). Figure 1A illustrates the general steps followed to
generate the proposed LFIA strips used in this study. Here, the
various components of the strip were fixed on a backing card,
which provides the strip with rigidity and makes it easy to
handle. The nitrocellulose membrane (NCM) containing the
test and the control lines is placed in the middle of the backing
card, with the sample pad, conjugate pads, CytoSep layers, and
adhesive tape at one end. The second end contains cotton liners
to absorb the remaining reagents while clearing up the strip
background by maintaining the capillary flow across the
membrane (Figure 1B).

Conjugate Pads Preparation and NCM Selection. High-
density chopped glass fiber pads were treated with 5% sucrose
plus 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA) and 0.5% Tween 20 in
Tris buffer (PH 8.5). This treatment ultimately allowed the
conjugate pads to fully release the conjugate with high stability,

even after one month of storage at 4 °C (Figure S1). After an
hour of drying at 37 °C, two sets of conjugate pads were
prepared, the test line pads with 150 nm carboxyl gold
nanoshells conjugated to SARS-CoV-2-N protein and the
control area pads that were saturated with 150 nm carpoxyl
gold nanoshells conjugated to normal rabbit control IgG. The
pads were then incubated at 37 °C for 2 h and oriented, as
illustrated in Figure 1.

Since NCM contains the test and the control lines reagent and
delivers the final readout results, the accurate selection of the
membrane porosities for LFIA manufacturing is essential. NCM
pore size controls the fluid flow of the applied liquid sample
throughout the strip and the reaction time. Therefore, three
NCMs with different pore sizes (FF80HP, FF120HP, and
FF170HP) have been tested.34 Anti-human IgM or IgG
antibodies were pipetted at the test line, while anti-rabbit
antibodies were immobilized at the control area. Following the
initial optimization steps, all antibodies were immobilized at
0.25 μg/5 mm wide test strip concentrations to detect a clear
signal. As shown in Figure 2A, NCM of FF120HP pore size
provides significantly higher signal intensities at the test line for
the 30 positive serum samples tested with 53.8 and 46.2%
increase compared to the FF80HP and the FF170HP
membranes, respectively, upon running the same serum
samples. In agreement with the literature, the optimal capillary
flow time required for the serum sample to incubate with the
strip reagents to offer a strong signal is 120 s for every 4 cm
moving distance.35−40 As previously reported, sucrose solution
delays the flow rate of the LFIA; thus, the high amount of
sucrose used in the in-house running buffer and the slow fluid
flow associated with the HH170 membrane upon applying the
sample on top of the HH170 membrane present a nonuniform,
irregular, and very-slow flow pattern across the membrane.41

Figure 1. Lateral flow strip preparation. (a) Diagram illustrating the LFIA strip fabrication method, which starts by preparing the conjugate and
pipetting the prepared conjugate into the glass fiber. After incubating the conjugate pad at 37 °C for 1 h, the LFIA components are assembled on top of
the backing card. Then, the prepared backing card is cut by a pair of scissors, followed by adding the test as well as the control area antibodies by pipette
and adhesive tape. Diagram illustrating (b) the components and the design of the standard LFIA strip, while panel (c) illustrates the components and
the design of the proposed LFIA strips.
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Improving the In-House LFIA Test Line Signals. Having
established LFIA strips that can detect SARS-CoV-2 antibodies
in patient serum, several components were tested to enhance the
test line signals. Various approaches were reported to increase
the assay’s sensitivity by slowing the flow rate across paper-based
POCT membranes. It has been achieved via several methods,
including stacking pads,42 staking flow configurational,43 and
tuneable delay shunts.44 Here, CytoSep layers purchased from
Ahlstrom-Munksjo, which consist of highly pure natural and
synthetic fibers, were first examined. The manufacturing
company made CytoSep layers to separate and retain blood
cells while releasing the plasma components into the LFIA strip
sections. Although serum samples were used directly for testing,
it was found that adding a CytoSep layer between the test line
conjugate pad and control area conjugate pad increases the test
line signals significantly (Figure 2B). These results agree with
previous reports describing the benefit of adding different
stacking pad layers into the test to enhance the performance by
decreasing the liquid movement rate.42,45 Also, it has been
reported that thinner stacking pads are better than thicker
pads.42,46 Furthermore, only select materials could be used as a
stacking pad since some testing materials retained the flowing
components.42,47 The material used here was as thin as 0.33 mm
thick; however, the fiber blend patent belongs to Ahlstrom-
Munksjo, and its composition cannot be disclosed. However, it

is evident from the results that adding the CytoSep layer has
increased the signal intensity by 34.53% compared to the
standard LFIA strips. These results indicate that CytoSep is
suitable as a stacking pad, can prolong the interaction time, and
can release all of the flowing materials successfully. Therefore,
CytoSep can be utilized in LFIA strip manufacturing to separate
whole blood samples and enhance the test signals upon applying
serum samples to the strips.

The observed enhancement in the test line signals upon using
CytoSep layers was further improved by slowing the release of
the conjugate-serum antibodies into the NCM area. Here, a
small piece of waterproof colored adhesive tape was used for this
purpose; regardless of the tape provider, the tape adhesive
strength was weak upon layering it on the NCM of the LFIA
strip. Therefore, the force applied upon adding the sample with
the in-house running buffer was sufficient to release the tape end
after approximately 3 s, providing a slight delay and more time
for the reaction. This slight delay seen upon using this affordable
laboratory tape significantly increased the plot area values of the
test line for the 30-serum sample mainly by increasing the
reaction time and thus enhancing the test signals (Figure 2C).

Furthermore, it was observed that pipetting two test lines on a
single NCM considerably decreased the signal intensity of the
test line upon testing 30 positive serum samples, particularly for
the line placed in the middle between the first test line and the

Figure 2. Improving the in-house LFIA test line signals. LFIA strips were developed to include the essential components for a functional test, including
a backing card with NCM containing test line (anti-human IgM or IgG antibodies) and control area (anti-rabbit antibodies), two conjugate pads, one
with SARS-CoV-2-N protein conjugate and the second with rabbit antibody conjugate, sample pad, and absorbent pad. (a) Photographs (left) of lateral
flow strips show the difference in signal intensity at the test line between strips made with NCM of different pore sizes. On the right is a histogram
comparing the peak area obtained from the different types of NCM. (b) Photographs (left) of lateral flow strips show the difference in signal intensity at
the test line with and without the CytoSep layer and a histogram (right) comparing the peak area obtained from strips with and without the CytoSep
layer. (c) Photographs (left) of lateral flow strips show the difference in signal intensity at the test line with or without adhesive tape. On the right is a
histogram comparing the peak area obtained from strips with or without adhesive tape. (d) Photographs (left) of lateral flow strips show the difference
in signal intensity at the test line upon having two and one test lines. On the right is a histogram comparing the peak area obtained from strips with two
and one test lines. Serum samples of known positive ELISA OD readings were dispensed on the manufactured LFIA strips sample loading pad.
Statistics were calculated by t-test or one-way ANOVA, and * represents significant results. ****P < 0.0001 (n = 30).
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control area (Figure 2D). One test line to detect anti-human
IgM and another to detect anti-human IgG antibodies have been
pipetted on the NCM. This weakened signal might be due to the
close distance between the test zones that would increase the
interference with the identification.48,49 Although this issue
could be resolved by increasing the distance between the test
zones, it is more complex upon manually stripping the reagents
on top of the NCM with a pipette. Even in the presence of
automated manufacturing machinery, many companies chose to
construct LFIA devices that detect a single analyte, IgM, or IgG
antibodies rather than multiplexing to avoid the risk of
interference and to increase the sensitivity of their produced
strips.48 Moreover, adjusting components and conditions of the
strips, such as the gold nanoparticles’ size, have been reported as
essential to increasing the LFIA test sensitivity.50−52 Here, in
consistency with previous reports that have used gold nano-
particles with 35 ± 3 nm rather than using gold nanoparticles of
13 ± 3 nm in diameter to obtain greater signals,50,53−55 gold
nanoshells with a diameter of 150 nm were used to generate test
lines with better intensities.

Unlike many introduced methods that require some instru-
ments to prepare the LFIA strip to improve the sensitivity of the
LFIA testing, the proposed methods include simple and easily
obtainable tools that produce sharp signals in a short amount of
time without using any instrumentations to dispense, cut, or
illuminate the strips. Therefore, the simple, cost-effective,
instrument-free method presented here can help vulnerable
populations compensate for some of their demands, mainly
since these kits are expensive and always out of stock in many
countries.

Testing of the In-House LFIA Strip. LFIA strips were
assembled and tested with thirty SARS-CoV-2 negative serum
samples or with thirty SARS-CoV-2 positive serum samples
collected from COVID-19 RT-PCR-confirmed individuals
established of having humoral immune responses upon testing
with ELISA. As shown in Figure 3A, the constructed LFIA strip
was placed in a commercially made cassette. With the
established strong signals obtained with the abovementioned
LFIA setup, 5 μL from the SARS-CoV-2 positive serum samples
was sufficient to obtain visually clear signals. After 10 to 15 min
of applying the serum sample, if only one signal at the control
area appears, then the sample is negative, while two signals at the
test line and the control area indicate positive results (Figure
3B).

The limits of detection (LODs) were subsequently
established for the developed LFIA test. The LODs were
obtained using serum specimens with known ELISA OD
readings for SARS-CoV-2-N protein IgM and IgG antibodies.
Figure S2A shows that the developed strips can detect SARS-
CoV-2-N protein-specific IgM and IgG antibodies at OD
readings very close to the ELISA cutoff values. The visually seen
LOD values for the developed LFIA strips were 0.6 for IgM and
0.45 for IgG. Figure S2B,C shows that the calibration curves
generated by plotting the test line peak area versus the ELISA
OD readings indicated that the developed LFIA for both IgM
and IgG antibodies have a suitable linear dynamic. This data was
obtained by plotting the test line peak area versus ELISA OD
values from 0.4 to 1 OD. Therefore, the developed LFIA strips
can detect COVID-19 antibodies visually and with LODs very
similar to the standard assay used to detect antibodies in serum
samples.

Prepandemic negative serum samples from 30 healthy
individuals and 30 serum samples obtained from RT-PCR

COVID-19 tested individuals with positive humoral immune
responses to SARS-CoV-2 upon testing with ELISA (Figure 4A)
were used to determine the test sensitivity and specificity. Since
LFIA results are qualitative, every IgM or IgG OD reading
exceeding the ELISA cutoff value was considered positive.
Figure S3 illustrates the IgM and IgG antibody results of the
proposed LFIA strips. At the same time, Figure 4B compares the
IgM and IgG antibody results obtained by LFIA and ELISA.
Although most of the LFIA results were consistent with the
ELISA, some false positive and false-negative readouts were
detected (Figures 4B and S3). As shown in Figure 4C, the
sensitivity of the LFIA test versus ELISA for detecting SARS-
CoV-2-N protein-specific IgM antibodies was 93% (95% CI:
79−99%; 28/30) and 97% (95% CI: 83−100%; 29/30) for IgG
antibodies. The test specificity was 97% (95% CI: 83−100%;
29/30) for IgM and 100% (95% CI: 87−100%; 0/30) for IgG
antibodies (Figure 4D). Moreover, LFIA strips were developed
without using the methods presented in this study, and their
sensitivity as well as their specificity were tested (Figure S4).
Figure S4 shows that the sensitivity of the standard LFIA strips
versus ELISA for detecting SARS-CoV-2-N protein-specific IgM
antibodies were 80% (95% CI: 62.6−90.5%; 24/30) and 83.3%
(95% CI: 66.4−92.6%; 25/30) for IgG antibodies. The test
specificity was 86.6% (95% CI: 70−95%; 26/30) for IgM and
90% (95% CI: 74−97%; 0/30) for IgG antibodies (Figure S4).
Therefore, these results show that the simple methods proposed
here have enhanced the LFIA testing performance. Li and

Figure 3. Testing of the in-house LFIA strip. Diagram illustrating the
final steps to perform the test, (a) post-preparing the LFIA strips, the
strip is placed into the cassette, and then 5 μL of the serum sample is
added. After 15 to 20 min, the results can be detected visually. (b)
Diagram representing the method of reporting the negative and positive
results.
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colleagues have also shown that LFIA strips, without any
improvements, can detect SARS-CoV-2-specific IgM and IgG
antibodies with a sensitivity of 88% and specificity of 90.6%.56 In
contrast, Cavalera et al.’s improvement strategy enhanced the
coulometric LFIA testing specificity and the sensitivity to reach
100% and 94.6%, respectively. However, their system detected
the total SARS-CoV-2-specific antibodies without specifying the
class of the antibodies.57 Applying fluorescent nanoparticles
rather than gold nanoparticles has also been used to improve the
sensitivity and specificity of the LFIA system. Despite the

significant increase in the testing sensitivity and specificity upon
using fluorescent nanoparticles, a special reader is required to
interpret the results.10−18 In this study, the LFIA test has been
developed with high sensitivity and specificity compared to
ELISA, the standard technique for detecting serum antibodies,
by applying simple components to the LFIA strips. Thus, these
methods provide visual coulometric results with high perform-
ance, which could broadly be applied to enhance standard LFIA
testing.

Figure 4.Validation of the in-house LFIA by testing SARS-CoV-2 IgM and IgG-positive and negative samples. Thirty serum specimens obtained from
RT-PCR-confirmed SARS-Cov-2 patients and thirty serum samples collected from healthy controls before the pandemic were examined to determine
the levels of SARS-CoV-2-N protein IgM and IgG antibodies with ELISA. (a) Plots show ELISA OD reading for SARS-CoV-2 IgM and IgG antibodies.
The cutoff threshold for IgM and IgG antibodies was 0.55 and 0.4, respectively. (b) Heat maps showing the results obtained from ELISA and adopted
LFIA strips for both SARS-CoV-2-N protein IgM and IgG antibodies. (c, d) Floating plots representing the (c) sensitivity and (d) specificity of the in-
house made LFIA strips versus ELISA, the percentages are shown at the top of each plot and the 95% confidence intervals of IgM and IgG antibodies.
Statistics were calculated by t-test or Wilson/Brown methods, and * represents significant results. ****P < 0.0001 (n = 30).
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■ CONCLUSIONS
Rapid serological assays to detect antibodies specific for highly
infectious agents such as SARS-Cov-2 are essential. Thus, this
study showed simple and inexpensive tools to develop LFIA
strips that can provide robust and well-defined signals at the test
line and require a minimal sample. The abovementioned LFIA
test’s low cost, minimal development, and performance
requirements make it remarkably accessible to many popula-
tions, particularly those with insufficient resources. Moreover,
using the tools and techniques indicated here in the
manufacturing process of the LFIA devices can improve the
performance of the available rapid point-of-care serological
assays.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Study Design. The LFIA prototype to detect SARS-CoV-2

nucleocapsid (N) protein IgM and IgG antibodies was
developed under iterative steps. The capability of the different
versions of the strips to detect SARS-CoV-2-N protein IgM- and
IgG-specific antibodies was tested using serum samples obtained
from SARS-CoV-2 confirmed cases by RT-PCR and tested by
ELISA for the presence of SARS-CoV-2-specific IgM and IgG
antibodies. All human subjects involved in this study have signed
informed consent.

Ethics. The positive and healthy serum samples used in this
study were collected based on ethical approval from the
Institutional Review Board at the Ministry of Health, Saudi
Arabia (IRB Numbers: H-02-J-002). Prepandemic samples were
collected 6 months before SARS-CoV-2 from healthy
volunteers, and all samples were processed immediately upon
arrival to the laboratory, aliquoted, and stored at −80 °C until
being used.

Recombinant SARS-CoV-2- N Protein Production.
Escherichia coli BL21 (DE3) cells were used to express the
recombinant SARS-CoV-2-N protein. The protein was then
purified using nickel-nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA) column
based on the manufacturer’s associated instructions.58 Sub-
sequently, the positive fractions of N Protein were pooled, and
after aliquoting the products, it was stored at −80 °C until being
used. The purity of the N protein produced was confirmed using
a Western blot with anti-His tag antibodies.

Recombinant SARS-CoV-2-N Protein and Rabbit Anti-
bodies Were Conjugated with 150 nm Carpoxyl Gold
Nanoshells. The in-house recombinant SARS-CoV-2-N
protein and the normal rabbit control IgG (Sigma-Aldrich,
U.K.) were conjugated with the 150 nm carpoxyl gold
nanoshells, as illustrated in Figure S5, according to the
manufacturer’s instructions (nanoComposix, Canada). Here, 8
and 16 μL from ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (Sigma-
Aldrich) and hydroxysulfosuccinimide (Thermo Fisher) at 10
mg/mL, respectively, were added to 1 mL of 150 nm carpoxyl
gold nanoshells and incubated for 30 min at room temperature
(RT). After 5 min of centrifugation, 1 mL of reaction buffer
(potassium phosphate, pH 7.4) was added, and another spin was
performed to wash the particles. Then, 30 μg from the
recombinant SARS-CoV-2-N protein or normal rabbit control
IgG was added to the reaction and incubated for 1 h at RT.
Subsequently, 10 μL of quencher (50% w/v hydroxylamine) was
added and incubated for 10 min at RT. After two washes with the
reaction buffer, the pellet was resuspended with 1 mL of
conjugate buffer (1× Phosphate buffered saline (PBS), 0.5%

bovine serum albumin (BSA), 0.5% casein, and 1% Tween 20),
and the conjugate was stored at 4 °C.

Lateral Flow Strip Preparation. Each LFIA strip consists
of a nitrocellulose membrane (GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL), a
sample pad, a test line conjugate pad containing SARS-CoV-2-N
protein conjugated to 150 nm carpoxyl gold nanoshells, a
control area conjugate pad containing normal rabbit control IgG
conjugated to 150 nm carpoxyl gold nanoshells, and an
absorbent pad. The nitrocellulose membrane (NCM) contains
two manually applied areas using a 0.5−10 μL pipette: a test line
area that has goat anti-human IgM or goat anti-human IgG
antibodies (Abcam, U.K.) and a control area that contains
mouse anti-rabbit antibodies (Abcam, U.K.). After placing the
NCM on top of the backing card (DCNovations), all reagents
were applied at 0.25 μg/5 mm wide test strip onto the NCM and
allowed to dry at RT for 1 h. Then, the conjugate pads, chopped
glass with a binder (Ahlstrom-Munksjo), and the CytoSep layer
(Ahlstrom-Munksjo) were layered at the NCM first end, as
illustrated in Figure 1. The sample pad, chopped glass with a
binder (Ahlstrom-Munksjo), was then layered on top of all of
the components at this end, and adhesive tape was placed at the
joint between the control area conjugate pad and the NCM
(Figure 1). The strip also contains the NCM second-end cotton
absorbent pad (Ahlstrom-Munksjo).

LFIA Testing Method. Only 5 μL of the serum sample was
dispensed on the sample pad, followed by adding 200 μL of
running buffer (1× PBS, 1% Tween, 0.05 sodium azide). The
samples-conjugate mix then moved via capillary action along the
NCM. Antibodies specific for SARS-CoV-2-N protein in the
positive pooled serum bind to the conjugate and are captured
with the immobilized anti-human IgM or IgG antibodies at the
test line. Negative serum migrated via the NCM, and only the
normal rabbit control IgG conjugate was captured to the anti-
rabbit antibodies in the control area. The remaining reaction mix
was streamed to the absorbent pad. In all cases, valid test results
required the appearance of a signal at the control area. The
presence of two signals, one at the test and a second at the
control area, were considered positive results. In contrast, the
presence of one signal in the control area was designated as a
negative result.

Indirect ELISA Detecting SARS-CoV-2-N Protein IgM
and IgG Antibodies. ELISA was performed as previously
described by our group.30 Briefly, recombinant N protein was
used at 4 μg mL−1 in PBS, and the ELISA plates were coated with
the protein at 4 °C overnight. After washing and blocking the
plates for 1 h at 37 °C, the plates were washed, and serum
samples (1:100) were applied for 1 h at 37 °C. Next, HRP-
conjugated anti-human IgM or IgG antibodies were added for 1
h at 37 °C, and the plates were washed. Then, 3,3′,5,5′
tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) substrate was added, and 2 M
H2SO4 was used to stop the reaction. The absorbance was
measured by Synergy 2 multi-detection microplate reader
(BioTek, Winooski, VT) at 450 nm.

Statistical Analysis. A smartphone camera photographed
the test lines, and the peak values were analyzed by ImageJ
software. Notably, the smartphone camera and ImageJ software
were used only for experimental validation and were not part of
the testing producer. The LOD was obtained from the generated
regression analysis and by applying the following equation:

LOD = 3.3 × SD of the y-intercept of the regression line/slop
of the regression line. The statistical comparison between two
variables was determined using a t-test, while more than two
variables were compared using one-way ANOVA. Statistical
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analysis and graphical presentations were generated using
GraphPad Prism version 9.0.2 software (GraphPad Software,
Inc., CA).
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